Good Neighbor Program

Tom Thumb believes in working together with our customers to support programs that improve the quality of life in the communities we serve. We are committed to assisting non-profit organizations that are important to our customers and their families.

Can I link my Reward card to more than one organization?
Up to three organizations per household may be linked. Your total purchase amount will be divided equally among the organizations designated on the Reward cards in each household. To maximize the contribution level, we recommend choosing only one organization per household.

What if I already have my Reward card linked to an organization, but decide that I want to change it?
You can change your designated organization at any time by completing a Reward Application form at any Courtesy Booth. Fill in the top portion and the "Good Neighbor Program" section, indicating what account number to link or delink on your card.

Do I have to give the organization's number every time I make a purchase?
No. Once your Reward card is linked to your specified organization, that's it! Every time you make a purchase using your Reward card, the total purchase will be automatically credited to your organization.

---

GOOD NEIGHBOR PROGRAM

Complete this form to link your Reward Card to the charity of your choice. You can choose to link up to three charities. Contact your charity of choice and ask if they are a member of our Good Neighbor Program or ask the Courtesy Booth for the GNP number of a particular charity. To learn about the Good Neighbor Program, go to www.tomthumb.com.

REWARD CARD NUMBER:

Charity to be added to your card:
(GNP Charity #)
1. Charity # __________
2. Charity # __________
3. Charity # __________

Charity to be deleted from your card:

1. Charity # __________
2. Charity # __________
3. Charity # __________

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TOM THUMB COURTESY BOOTH